While we all remember... and hope for answers; it shouldn’t be answers at any cost, but answers based in truth. Only then can our hearts and souls rest in the arms of justice.
**NID 2007 Schedule**

**Friday, Nov. 16th**
8:30 Welcome, Larry Hancock and Debra Conway  
8:45 Larry Hancock, E. Howard Hunt confession  
9:45 Debra Conway, Selections from Frank Sturgis tapes  
10:15 Break - Please visit our resource area  
10:30 Lamar Waldron, E. Howard Hunt and the Mafia  
11:30 Lunch  
12:30 David Giammarco, E. Howard Hunt confession  
1:45 Hunt Open Discussion  
2:45 Break - Please visit our resource area - Book Signing  
3:15 Chris Courtwright, The Stranger Truths of Ray Carnay, Lee Oswald, and the Cold War  
4:15 Richard Van Noord, Officer Marion Baker Timeline  
5:15 Bill Holiday, Teaching plans and recently found Wesley Liebeler Papers  
6:00 - 7:00 Dinner  
7:00 Burton Hersh, Material from "Bobby and Edgar: The Historic Face-Off Between the Kennedys and Hoover"  
8:00 Larry Hancock, RFK Assassination: the Polk Dot Conspiracy  
9:00 Mark Sobel and William Law, Ambassador Hotel Witnesses Documentary Preview  
4:00 Break - Please visit our resource room  
4:15 Casey Quinlan/ Brian Edwards - Dealey Plaza Witness Ed Hoffman  
5:15 Stu Wexler, Ambassador Hotel RFK Assassination Photos Controversy  
Social Time in Atrium  
7:00 - 9:30 JFK Lancer-Mary Ferrell Award’s Banquet, Jim Olivier, host  
Bob Cochran, JFK Poem/Prayer  
Debra Conway, JFK Lancer Remarks and Tribute to George Michael Evica  
Sherry Fiester, Tribute to JFK Movie Short and Raffle Drawings  
Larry Hancock, State of Research Remarks  
Tyler Weaver, MFF Update and Tribute Movie Awards:  
Chris Courtwright, New Frontier  
Cris Carroll, for Tim Carroll, New Frontier  
Robert Dorff, Pioneer Award  
Social Time in “The View” room on 12th floor  
The JFK Lancer Resource Area will close at 5 PM Saturday.

**Saturday, Nov. 17th**
8:30 William Law, RFK Archives footage  
9:30 Cliff Spieglemen - NAAA and Bullet Fragment Proof and JFK  
10:30 - 2:30 Dealey Plaza and Lunch  
2:30 Jim Olivier, Gaeten Fonzi video interview, Dr. Michael Kurtz material  
3:30 John Kelin, Material from "Praise from a Future Generation"  
7:00 Burton Hersh, Material from "Bobby and Edgar: The Historic Face-Off Between the Kennedys and Hoover"  
8:00 Larry Hancock, RFK Assassination: the Polk Dot Conspiracy  
9:00 Mark Sobel and William Law, Ambassador Hotel Witnesses Documentary Preview  
2:45 Break - Please visit our resource area - Book Signing  
3:15 Chris Courtwright, The Stranger Truths of Ray Carnay, Lee Oswald, and the Cold War  
4:15 Richard Van Noord, Officer Marion Baker Timeline  
5:15 Bill Holiday, Teaching plans and recently found Wesley Liebeler Papers  
6:00 - 7:00 Dinner  
7:00 Burton Hersh, Material from "Bobby and Edgar: The Historic Face-Off Between the Kennedys and Hoover"  
8:00 Larry Hancock, RFK Assassination: the Polk Dot Conspiracy  
9:00 Mark Sobel and William Law, Ambassador Hotel Witnesses Documentary Preview  
4:00 Break - Please visit our resource room  
4:15 Casey Quinlan/ Brian Edwards - Dealey Plaza Witness Ed Hoffman  
5:15 Stu Wexler, Ambassador Hotel RFK Assassination Photos Controversy  
Social Time in Atrium  
7:00 - 9:30 JFK Lancer-Mary Ferrell Award’s Banquet, Jim Olivier, host  
Bob Cochran, JFK Poem/Prayer  
Debra Conway, JFK Lancer Remarks and Tribute to George Michael Evica  
Sherry Fiester, Tribute to JFK Movie Short and Raffle Drawings  
Larry Hancock, State of Research Remarks  
Tyler Weaver, MFF Update and Tribute Movie Awards:  
Chris Courtwright, New Frontier  
Cris Carroll, for Tim Carroll, New Frontier  
Robert Dorff, Pioneer Award  
Social Time in “The View” room on 12th floor  
The JFK Lancer Resource Area will close at 5 PM Saturday.

**Sunday, Nov. 18th**
8:30 Ralph Regan, Italian Army Carcano firing study and commentary; Ansa video of Italian Army Terni Carcano testing  
10:00 Michael Cain, Material from “A Tangled Web” Richard Cain as shooter in Dallas  
11:00 Rex Bradford, The Mary Ferrell Archive  
12:00 Lunch  
1:00 Open Discussion

**CONFERENCE GUIDELINES**

- Please be prompt! We will make every attempt to begin each session at the time stated and to stick to the schedule.  
- Please speak softly in the hallway outside of the Conference room.  
- You may audiotape presentations for your personal use only.  
  No video-taping.  
- You may not put recorded material on any website.  
- Flash cameras are permitted unless they become distracting to the speaker.

- You must wear your name badge for all conference events.  
- There will be question and answer time whenever possible. We ask that you be respectful of the views of others.  
- Handouts, if available, will be on a table in the Conference room.  
- Some presentations will have supporting DVDs, CD-Roms, Videos, or Documents available in the Resource Room. Please ask about them.
George Michael Evica 1928 - 2007

After fighting with brave determination against lung and brain cancer, George Michael Evica has left this life to begin the journey into the next. He died on Saturday, November 10, 2007. His loving wife Alycia held his hand.

George Michael devoted his professional life to maintaining a harmonious balance between learning and teaching. He earned his B.A. at Case Western Reserve and his M.A. at Columbia University. Before serving as an Associate Professor of English at the University of Hartford from 1964 to 1992, he taught at Brooklyn College, Wagner College, Columbia University, and San Francisco State University.

History will remember George Michael as one of the most honored and important of the so-called second generation of scholars devoted to discovering the truth about the assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy and effecting justice in the wake of the president’s passing. He authored two books: “And We Are All Mortal” (1975) stands as an invaluable reference for Kennedy researchers; “A Certain Arrogance” (2006) expands upon that groundbreaking work by exploring the manipulation by Unites States intelligence agencies and other entities of religious groups for political ends.

George Michael published scores of scholarly analyses of assassination-related events and individuals. He hosted and contributed to numerous conferences and symposia on the subject, most notably for JFK Lancer. George Michael’s voice – confident, eloquent, and resonant with warmth and humor – was familiar to thousands of devoted listeners thanks to “Assassination Journal,” the longest running weekly program of political commentary in the history of radio, which he wrote and edited for WWUH. Broadcasting from 1975 to mid-summer of 2007, George Michael excerpted news and information from varieties of media, emphasizing lesser known sources over mainstream news.

George Michael is survived by his devoted wife of 42 years, Alycia; his daughter, Mariana Evica; and his grandchildren, Lonny Evica and Emma Evica.

Timothy J. Carroll 1954 - 2007

Timothy J. Carroll, born in Bakersfield, California on November 16, 1954, grew up in the Bay Area during the Kennedy administration. The assassination of JFK, the seminal historic event of the era, became a passion of Tim’s particularly following the release of the Church Committee Reports in the 1970’s and he educated himself on the subject by reading and studying. His formal education emphasized studies in philosophy, history, and political science and, after obtaining his paralegal certification (1994) and Bachelor of Arts Degree, Political Science (1995) from California State University, Chico, he enrolled in the university’s graduate program. There, the intersection of the study of formal disciplines and his abiding interest in Kennedy culminated with his master’s thesis entitled The Construction of Legitimacy: Promoting U.S. Policy Toward Cuba and he was awarded the Master of Arts, Political Science in 1999. Tim’s thesis, which he informally referred to as “Castrophobia,” focused on the art of enemymaking, the construction of legitimacy in foreign policy, and the nuanced postmodern Kennedy presidential actions taken during the Cuban Missile Crisis. Tim’s interest in ongoing research into the assassination found an outlet on several internet forums devoted to this topic, and his contributions, always with an historian’s eye to premise founded on research, continued until his untimely death from pulmonary fibrosis on July 20, 2007.
Rex Bradford
Bradford is a computer game developer whose interest in the JFK assassination and technology experience led him to develop the History Matters website. He is creating the largest electronic archive of JFK documents at the Mary Ferrell Foundation, which now houses over 600,000 pages of reports and documents. Rex is also Vice-President of the Assassination Archives and Research Center.

TOPIC: The Mary Ferrell Foundation’s document archive now contains more than 600,000 pages of reports and documents related to the JFK assassination and its historical context. This talk explores the means of navigating this massive archive and presents highlights from the various collections.


Debra Conway
Conway is president and one of the founding members of JFK Lancer Productions & Publications, Inc. She is active in both acquiring and publishing research materials and educational support for persons studying the assassination of President Kennedy around the world. Along with the annual conference and publishing, Lancer maintains a website and forum to help facilitate the goal of making research materials available to everyone.

TOPIC: Special Audio Presentation: Frank Sturgis a.k.a. Frank Fiorino. Made available by a private collector, the Sturgis phone calls were recorded from July 1975 (just after Sturgis’ April 1975 testimony to the Church Committee) through September 1976. Conway will play selected conversations between Sturgis and various friends and business associates, particularly Marita Lorenz, recorded by Sturgis himself using audiocassettes. A donation by JFK Lancer allowed these cassettes to be repaired and each call digitized to disks for preservation and study.

WEBSITE: http://jfklancer.com

Michael Cain
Cain is the author of “The Tangled Web” (Skyhorse Publishing 2007), a biography of his half-brother Richard Cain, a Chicago cop, CIA contractor, FBI informant, and member of organized crime. Michael’s research for the book brought him to the JFK research community fifteen years ago when Richard was accused of assassinating John F. Kennedy. A former software developer, Michael is now a full-time writer living near Atlanta, GA.

TOPIC: Material from “A Tangled Web,” Richard Cain as shooter in Dallas

Chris Courtwright
Courtwright has focused much of his research on the implications of Lee Harvey Oswald impersonation incidents. In one article, “Oswald in Aliceland,” (published by JFK Lancer’s “Kennedy Assassination Chronicles” in 1997), Courtwright stated his belief that Oswald and his identity were at the vortex of a complicated web of intersecting and overlapping intelligence operations, only some of which were directly related to the assassination. His latest project involves updating another article.

2007 JFK Lancer Research Awards

“In appreciation for your contribution of new evidence and furthering the study of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.”

Chris Courtwright, New Frontier
Tim Carroll, New Frontier

“In appreciation for your lifetime of searching for the truth in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy”

Robert Dorff, Mary Ferrell Pioneer
he had previously published about a 1961 Oswald impersonation incident, “The Strange Allegations of Ray Carnay.” Courtwright has published a number of articles on the JFK assassination, relying heavily on documents declassified by the 1992 JFK Act. This is a presentation is a study of one of the possible use of the Oswald name in an intelligence operation while Oswald himself was still in Russia and involves Cuban activities.

**TOPIC:** Material from “Beyond the Fence Line: The Ed Hoffman Story.”

**Brian Edwards**

Edwards, a police officer with the Lawrence,. Kansas police department (1978-2007) whose assignments included photographer on the Crime Scene Search Team, Firearms Instructor, he was with the Special Investigations Unit, and served 9 years as a sniper on the department’s SWAT team. Edwards was a special Weapons and Tactics Instructor at the Kansas Regional Police Academy in Hutchinson, Kansas. He has a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in Criminal Justice from Washburn University, Topeka, Kansas. Also, an Adjunct Instructor; Criminal Justice Department, Washburn University, Topeka, Kansas and teaches through the Continuing Education department for Ottawa University in Kansas City, Mid-America Nazarene College, Olathe, Kansas, and Friends University in Wichita, Kansas.

Edwards has been researching the assassination since 1969 and is Co-Director of Project JFK/CSI Dallas, a student oriented educational historical experience (2007 marks the 20th year we have been bringing students to Dallas). A featured speaker, University of Kansas Law School (1999) and Kansas State University Landon Lecture Series (2003); Washburn University Law School (2005); Guest lecturer, Johnson County Community College, Overland Park, Kansas; Appeared with Casey Quinlan on “After Hours with Joel Nichol’s” television show; Co-author of the upcoming book, “Beyond the Fence Line: The Ed Hoffman Story.”

**TOPIC:** Beyond the Fence Line: The Ed Hoffman Story.

**David Giammarco**

Giammarco’s life could easily be a movie or an intriguing novel. He’s an award winning media and print journalist, published a book and hosted a radio show while still in his teens, traveled the globe with Tom Cruise, and counts actor Kevin Costner as a close friend. Giammarco, who has written and directed two films, has appeared in numerous television shows and films. He has also written for such publications as “Playboy”, “Cigar Aficionado,” “People Magazine,” “The London Times,” “The Miami Herald,” “The Sydney Times,” “The National Post,” and “The Globe and Mail”. His years as an investigative journalist resulted in the National Archives in Washington requesting his extensive work on the secrets of the Cold War - and specifically the assassination of John F. Kennedy - being included into the historical collection of U.S. record.

**TOPIC:** E. Howard Hunt Confession, Behind The Story. Giammarco has interviewed countless celebrities and legends, and his presentation this November is going to be focused on one of those celebrities — Howard Hunt and what Hunt knew of the JFK assassination. Giammarco had been personally working with E. Howard Hunt for several years prior to the announcement of Hunt’s confession and he will offer an in depth history of Hunt’s revelations as well as an assessment of their reliability.

**Larry Hancock**

Hancock, author of the ground-breaking “Someone Would Have Talked” (2006) a master work representing five years of indepth research into Cold War history, Cuban exiles, renegade CIA officers, and Mafioso, and a vast span of documents. Also co-author (with Connie Kritzberg) of “November Patriots,” a work of historically-based fiction concerning the death of JFK. Hancock has spent the last thirty-plus years dealing with computers and communications. Recently retired as Marketing Director for Zoom Telephonics, Inc, he has expended considerable effort conducting research on intelligence aspects of the assassination. Hancock was given the JFK Lancer “New Frontier” Award in 2000 and then the “JFK Lancer-Mary Ferrell Legacy Award” in 2001. He has chaired the annual “November In Dallas” conference for the past five years.

**TOPICS:** E. Howard Hunt confession in regard to Sturgis, Morales and Harvey; RFK Assassination: the Polk Dot Conspiracy

**WEBSITE:** http://larry-hancock.com

**Burton Hersh**

Journalist and historian Burton Hersh has followed the Kennedy family for more than thirty-five years. His latest book is a study of the behind-the-scenes power struggles among the Kennedys and longtime FBI director J. Edgar Hoover. Hersh writes that as attorney general, Robert F. Kennedy did his best to keep Hoover — technically his subordinate — on a short leash. But knowledge of Kennedy family secrets gave Hoover, always a master manipulator, the upper hand. Hersh’s periodical work is extensive, including contributions to “Holiday,” “Show,” “Horizon,” “Venture,” “Ski,” “Town and Country,” “Sports Illustrated,” “Esquire,” “Los Angeles Times,” “The New York Times,” and “The Washington Post.” Along with three national book tours, Hersh has made appearances as a Commentator on Lehrer Report, The History Channel, A&E, and hundreds of other radio and
television appearances.

TOPIC: Material from “Bobby and Edgar: The Historic Face-Off Between the Kennedys and Hoover”

**Bill Holiday**

Holiday has been teaching in the Windham Southeast Supervisory Union in Vermont for thirty-five years and been an adjunct faculty member since 1985. He has been integral in developing the “White Rose Project” for integrated instruction, has developed field studies with groups to Dallas, Texas, to investigate the assassination of John F. Kennedy. In 1999, Holiday was named “JFK Lancer’s National Teacher of the Year” for his instruction of young people. He has developed the “Writing Civil Rights” curriculum and has led teacher and student field studies in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and the Republic of Ireland. During the summer of 2003, Holiday was selected to participate in the “Teach Vietnam Teachers” Network and this past summer visited Vietnam with the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund.

TOPICS: Teaching Tools, Materials, and Strategies for the Classroom; also Wesley Liebeler Materials

**John Kelin**

Kelin’s interest in the Kennedy assassination dates to 1976, when he attended a lecture by Mark Lane. Between 1994 and 2000 he published “Fair Play” magazine, sometimes called the first JFK-oriented site on the World Wide Web.” In 1999 he received JFK Lancer’s “New Frontier” award and has been listed in several editions of the “Master Researcher Directory.” Kelin edited “False Mystery,” a collection of Vincent J. Salandria’s assassination writing. He has worked in broadcasting and the computer industry. “Praise from a Future Generation” is his first book.

TOPIC: Material from “Praise from a Future Generation”

WEBSITE: http://wingspress.com/Titles/PRAISE.html

**William Law**

Law is an accomplished layman historian with many, many important interviews conducted including Bethesda witnesses Ex-FBI Special Agents James Sibert and Frances O’Neill, and James Jenkins. Author of one of the most important books on the medical evidence, “In the Eye of History: Disclosures in the JFK Assassination Medical Evidence” (2004). 2008 will bring Law’s upcoming oral history of the RFK assassination witnesses in book, and also documentary format with filmmaker Mark Sobel.

TOPICS: RFK Assassination Evidence Archives; RFK Assassination Investigation Documentary Preview

WEBSITE: http://www.jfklancer.com/catalog/law/

**Jim Olivier**

Olivier is a thirty-five year veteran of radio and television broadcasting in Louisiana, Jim has been a student of the assassination of John F. Kennedy since 1967. Jim has produced and hosted television and radio interviews with many well known researchers and authors such as Jim Garrison, David Lifton, Mark Lane, Mary Ferrell, Robert Mayheu, Joe West, David Belin, Jack Anderson, John Davis, John Newman, Dr. Charles Crenshaw, Penn Jones, Jr., and a host of Dealey Plaza eyewitnesses. Along with his research, Olivier has been master of ceremonies for the annual JFK Lancer conference and led the remembrance ceremony at Dealey Plaza for many years.

TOPICS: Gaeton Fonzi Video Interview; Dr. Michael Kurtz Material

**Casey Quinlan**

Quinlan, born and raised in Kansas City, has spent 32 years as a high school history teacher in the Kansas public school system where he now teaches Contemporary Issues and History. Quinlan was assigned to the 9th Infantry Division as an army medical corpsman during the Vietnam War and earned a Bachelor of Science in Education and Master’s degree in American History from Emporia State University, Emporia, Kansas. He is the Director of Project JFK/CSI Dallas; a Featured speaker at the Landon Lecture Series, Kansas State University; Guest lecturer at the William Allen White School of Journalism, University of Kansas; Guest lecturer at Johnson County Community College, Overland Park, Kansas; Guest Historian for the A&E Network and The History Channel for the movie “JFK.” Quinlan is an Adjunct Instructor at Friends University, Wichita, Kansas; Ottawa University, Kansas City and Washburn University’s Criminal Justice department, Topeka, Kansas. In 1995, he was named the “Outstanding National Educator of the Year” by JFK Lancer. Co-author of the upcoming book, “Beyond the Fence Line: The Ed Hoffman Story.”

TOPIC: Material from “Beyond the Fence Line: The Ed Hoffman Story”

**Ralph Regan**

Reagan works as a Realtor. He was raised in the mountains of Colorado and owned his first rifle at the age of eight. At the age of ten he first handled a Carcano rifle; his father remarked to him that his latest purchase was “a rifle like this one killed president Kennedy”. That was Ralph’s first introduction to the JFK assassination. Years later he picked up a copy of the Warren Commission report
for a dollar. Reading it a couple years later, he felt that it read like a comic book, and after handling two or three more Carcanos he became convinced of conspiracy in the President’s murder. Only after owning three Carcano and a dozen or so boxes of ammo shot has he been able to come close to duplicating what had to happen in Dealey Plaza. All of his life he has been a recreational shooter; military surplus rifles are the most economical to collect and shoot. He is familiar with all World War Two and World War One type rifles other than French made weapons. Ralph currently owns and frequently fires three Carcano rifles.

TOPICS: Italian Army Carcano firing study and commentary; Ansa video of Italian Army Terni Carcano testing

**Mark Sobel**

During the 1990s, Mark directed many popular TV series, including the pilot of Showtime’s “The New Outer Limits,” the pilot of the popular ABC series “The Commish,” starring Michael Chiklis, and the first episode of the long running family drama “7th Heaven.” He has also directed eight Motion Pictures for Network and Cable Television. Over the last six years Mark has been exclusively focused on a “life’s work” undertaking, self-financing a pair of sister independent feature films that examine the credibility of the investigations into the murders of John and Robert Kennedy. His feature film on the Warren Commission investigation was screened as a work-in-progress at NID in 2004. The film is adapted from the verbatim transcripts of the secret meetings of the Warren Commissioners, originally to have remained classified until 2039 and features several major stars as Commissioners. The sister film is on the Robert Kennedy assassination investigation, being privately screened this year at NID as a work-in-progress. It is a documentary that tracks down almost 20 of the main historical players in the forty-year-long drama of the RFK assassination story, including key eyewitnesses never before interviewed on film. Co-produced with William law, the film is an historical reconstruction of the event.

TOPICS: Warren Commission Executive Sessions Documentary showing and RFK Assassination Investigation Documentary Preview

**Cliff Spiegelman**

This year researchers at Texas A&M University made world breaking news when they called into question critical evidence that has long supported the theory of a lone gunman in the 1963 assassination of United States President John F. Kennedy. One of the researchers that questioned the validity of the evidence was Cliff Spiegelman, professor of statistics at Texas A&M and an expert in bullet-lead analysis. His team conducted chemical and forensic analysis of bullets reportedly derived from the same batch as those used by suspected assassin Lee Harvey Oswald to gun down Kennedy on that fateful day at Dealey Plaza. Their findings show that evidence used to rule out a second assassin is fundamentally flawed. Additionally, their findings show the matching fragments could have come from three or more separate bullets and, therefore, more than one shooter.

TOPIC: NAAA and Bullet Fragment Proof

**Richard Van Noord**

Van Noord is a native New Jerseyan who has followed the JFK assassination and subsequent research for 30 years. He started much like anyone else, with curiosity, but never really did any serious research. About a year ago, Richard joined the many researchers who are looking into conspiracy. Richard attended high school in New Jersey and, after graduating Missouri Valley College, entered the field of radio journalism, and traveled in the Midwest and the northeast. He won several Associated Press awards for outstanding news coverage. After graduating Stephen F. Austin State University with a Masters in Communication in 1993, he went on to become a political consultant, working for several candidates from Congress, U.S. Senate and Governor. He also worked as an Adjunct Professor at the Richard Stockton College of New Jersey. After completing his work for the “Douglas Forrester for Governor” campaign in 2005, Richard joined the first Benecard Services, in Lawrenceville, NJ, serving in Broker Relations. It is this job that has enabled Richard to pursue some of his research work. With a tremendous amount of help from Sean Murphy and Jeff Rollins, Richard was able to put together a time frame for Dallas Police Officer Marion Baker’s entry into the Texas School Book Depository. This research slices considerable time off the research of Gary Mack, Dale Myers and Todd Vaughan, all who claim Baker took more than 35 seconds to get to the Depository.

TOPIC: Officer Marion Baker Timeline Research

**Lamar Waldron**

In his autobiography and revelations to his son, E. Howard Hunt never mentioned his role in two key areas relevant to JFK’s assassination. First are the documented ties of several of his close associates, including his best friend, Manuel Artime, to Mafia bosses like Santo Trafficante, Johnny Rosselli, and Carlos Marcello at the time of JFK’s murder. Second, Hunt didn’t reveal his important role in the plan by John and Robert Kennedy to use Cuban Army Commander Juan Almeida to stage a “palace coup” against Fidel Castro ten days after Dallas; Artime’s part of that plan was code-named AMWORLD by the CIA. This presentation will present new information about Hunt’s role in those activities, including Hunt’s own criminal activity with Trafficante.
associates during AMWORLD. Information about Hunt and Trafficante — recorded in 1992 by a close associate of Robert Kennedy, but revealed in this presentation for the first time, will shed a new light not only on JFK's murder, but also Watergate. The presentation will include the first announcement about a major release of new information concerning Hunt, his associates, Trafficante, Rosselli, and Marcello coming out next year.

**TOPIC: E. Howard Hunt and the Mafia**

**Stu Wexler**

Wexler is a teacher of World History, AP Government at Hightstown High School, Hightstown, NJ. He has been a JFK assassination researcher for about fifteen years where he has focused on the issues connected to the chemical analysis of the ballistics material since 2000. Wexler has spoken on the subject at JFK Lancer’s NID twice, at the Wecht conference in 2003, and at the AARC conference in 2004, three of those times opposite Dr. Kenneth Rahn, NAA advocate, from the University of Rhode Island. Wexler has collaborated with chemist Tom Pinkston since approximately 2000 on the same subject matter. Wexler’s other Kennedy interests focus on Oswald, his background and associates leading up to November 22nd. Most recently he has also worked on both the Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr. assassinations.

**TOPIC: Ambassador Hotel RFK Assassination Photos Controversy**

**Bobby and J. Edgar**

by Burton Hersh

*A Detailed New Examination of the Kennedys and the FBI*

AVAILABLE THIS WEEKEND THROUGH JFK LANCER for $28.50

**Mary Ferrell Foundation**

The Mary Ferrell Foundation is devoted to carrying on the legacy of Mary Ferrell, whose integrity and fierce dedication to truth is an inspiration to many.

find out more:

http://www.maryferrell.org
This custom tour of assassination related sites will be conducted by Ken Holmes Jr. of Southwestern Historical Tours. http://www.swhistorical.com

2 hour tour, $35 per person, 4 persons per tour:

* Thursday, Nov 15, 9:30am, 12:30pm, 3:30pm
* Friday, Nov 16, 9:30am, 12:30pm, 3:30pm
* Saturday, Nov 17, 3:30pm
* Sun, Nov 18, 9:30 am, 12:30, 3:30pm
* Mon, Nov 20, 9:30am, 12:30pm, 3:30pm

About Your Guide

Ken M. Holmes Jr. shows outlaw Bonnie Parkers stolen Model 1917 .45 caliber revolver to a group.

JFK Assassination Tour

View of Dealey Plaza towards Elm and Houston.

This is one of the most asked-for tours in Dallas. On Nov. 22, 1963 President John F. Kennedy was gunned down in the streets of Dallas. Here is what you will do and see on the tour. See the parade route through downtown Dallas, walk the famous "Grassy Knoll" in Dealey plaza where J.F.K. was shot, Oswald's route out of downtown, the bus stop, cab stand, cab trip to rooming house on N. Beckley, site where Officer J. D. Tippit was killed, Texas Theatre where Oswald was arrested, Jack Ruby's apartment, location of Ruby's Carousel Club, City Hall where Oswald was killed, Western Union office, the Neely St. house where the famous picture was taken of Oswald holding his rifle, and Oswald's grave. Ask your questions, I will have answers. Don't miss this tour.
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JFK Lancer Productions & Publications is a historical research company was founded in 1995 by Thomas A. Jones and Debra J. Conway, joined now by Sherry G. Fiester for research and administration. Larry Hancock is the program chair for November In Dallas conferences.

JFK Lancer Productions & Publications works with the largest, most active group of JFK historical researchers and at the past conferences have had many of the most respected of the researchers from around the world speak on the assassination and on President Kennedy’s policies.

LANCER was JFK’s Secret Service Code name. Use of this formerly secret name represents our efforts to make JFK assassination information available to everyone.

JFK Lancer subscribes to the values of patriotism, excellence, integrity, and dedication to the revealing of truth surrounding the assassination of President John F. Kennedy while promoting public understanding of the historical record surrounding the Kennedy assassination and the political climate of that time.

Not every issue available

JFK Lancer Resource Catalog  
Specially Reduced Prices for NID!
IN THE EYE OF HISTORY
by William Law

In the Eye of History: Disclosures in the JFK Assassination Medical Evidence comprises “conversations” with eight individuals who agreed to talk about their experiences at the Bethesda Hospital in November 1963 and beyond. The reader is the judge of these eyewitness accounts and their implications.

Dennis David  Paul O’Connor  James Jenkins
Jerrol Custer  Saundra Spencer  Harold Rydberg
Ex-FBI Special Agents James Sibert and Frances O’Neill

NO CASE TO ANSWER
by Ian Griggs

A retired English detective’s essays and articles on the JFK Assassination: 1993-2005

No Case To Answer is a major advance in dealing with the Kennedy assassination. Ian Griggs research enumerates a variety of evidence and people, resolving numerous issues in a clear and concise manner.

Research of Larry Hancock, includes 3 years of documents presented at November In Dallas Conferences and utilized in his book - “Someone Would Have Talked”.
• Richard Case Nagell NID Conference Presentation (QT)
• Richard Case Nigell Documents
• John Martino Documents
• Fiorini/Sturgis Chronology
• HSCA Report on Gerald Patrick Hemming
• HSCA Reports: Armador Odio, Robert McKeown, Carlos Quiroga & Sergio Arcacha Smith, and Bernardo DeTorres
• 112th Intelligence Corp

CD-163 for $20.00
**Mary Ferrell Legacy Project**
**MARY FERRELL JFK DATABASE and CHRONOLOGY**

Your purchase of this CD helps sponsor the Mary Ferrell - JFK Lancer Scholarship Program

CD-100 for $20  UPDATED 2006

---

**Doug Horne Presentations and Memos to the ARRB**

In 1998, Doug Horne was the special guest speaker at JFK Lancer’s Conference on the JFK assassination where he donated copies of his memos for JFK to distribute making them available for the first time. Now these memos are made available paired with Horne’s 1998 NID presentations on DVD.

CD-161 for $20.

---

**First on the Scene: Interviews With Parkland Doctors**
by Brad Parker

A series of interviews and essays with the Dallas Parkland Hospital doctors. Also testimony and interviews by the Warren Commission, House Select Committee On Assassinations, and the Assassination Records Review Board. SC, 218 pages.

CD Rom Includes: The entire book with all illustrations and Dr. Ronald C. Jones’ presentation at JFK Lancer’s November In Dallas Conference 2000. (Quicktime)

CD-162 for $10
JFK HOMICIDE
Forensic Reconstruction
From Sherry G. Fiester

The DVD Includes:

Four PowerPoint Presentations
- Bloodspatter Analysis in the Kennedy Murder: Proving a Frontal Headshot
- Trajectory Analysis of Kennedy’s Fatal Head Wound
- Crime Scene Investigation: 1963 Protocols
- Trajectory Analysis in the Tippit Shooting

Copies of Previous Publications:
- “Bloodstain Pattern Analysis and the Kennedy Assassination” The Echo, England, 2002

CD – 205 for $20.00

SOMEONE WOULD HAVE TALKED
DOCUMENTED!
The Assassination of President John F. Kennedy and the Conspiracy to Mislead History

By Larry Hancock

If they had privileged information concerning the most infamous murder in modern history; talked with an unintentional slip, in a furtive intimate exchange, or perhaps with a boastful remark about their personal knowledge of a conspiracy in the murder of a President. ... And someone did.

Special NID Price $30
Presidents' Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board

advised the President “with respect to the objectives and conduct of foreign intelligence and related activities of the United States which are required in the interests of foreign policy and national defense and security.”

Documents, including a forward by John Williams, Ph.D.

CD-164 for $10.00

The Warren Commission Executive Sessions

Each meeting transcript available to read and search on your PC or print out for your files.

• Introduction by David Lifton

• Selected articles from previous KAC issues.

CD-165 for $10.00

Gerry Patrick Hemming: Documents and Interviews

A comprehensive collection of released documents, including the 1996 NID Panel Discussion with Hemming in Quicktime.

CD-166 for $10.00
Robert F. Kennedy Oral Histories

708 pages of text.
- Scanned as Adobe PDF
- Compatible with any operating system.
- Completely searchable.
- Bookmarked by Topic.

CD-168 Only $20.00

Witnesses:
A Study of the JFK Assassination Witnesses in Dealey Plaza

How many shots, where the shots came from.

by Stewart Galanor

CD-169 for $10.00

Annual “November In Dallas” Research Conference on the Assassination of President John Kennedy

NID Conference DVDs and Videos Available in the Resource Area
Jim Garrison: His Life and Times, The Early Years

by Joan Mellen

A biography of the former District Attorney of Orleans Parish, Louisiana from his 1922 birth in Iowa and service in World War II - to his years confronting the corrupt politics of Louisiana.

Garrison’s life story includes the landmark case of Garrison v. Louisiana, which extended the free speech protection of New York Times v. Sullivan (1964), and the Dombrowski case, where three New Orleans civil rights activists were arrested for bringing Communist ideas to the movement for racial equality led by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Jim Garrison emerges as a defender of the victims of racial inequality, and of censorship. His actions reveal him to be a supporter of the defendant, and a fierce proponent of the rights of the individual. It also reveals him to have been, in many ways, a man of his generation.

This volume takes us to the moment in 1966 when Jim Garrison began to investigate the Kennedy assassination.

Biographer Joan Mellen met New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison in 1969. His relentless search for the truth about what happened to President Kennedy made a deep impression upon her. In 1997, Mellen started to work on the story of Garrison’s life. This biography turned into the story of Garrison’s investigation and then into a new investigation of the assassination itself in her recent book, A Farewell to Justice: Jim Garrison, JFK’s Assassination, and the Case That Should Have Changed History.

PRE-ORDER THIS BOOK at NiD and get a FREE CD of Joan Mellen on CSPAN!

$22.50
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